Screenocean debuts stunning new collection of archive footage

LONDON – 29.03.2018 – Screenocean adds 35,000 iconic HD clips to its diverse archive collection.

The Moments in History iconic collection brings to life the most significant stories of the 20th Century in superb HD. These snapshots of cultural change, breaking news and speeches that changed the course of history, chart the fall of empires, the rise of politicians, the spread of civil rights and the growth of opportunity, that marked the first filmed century.

From industrial films and newsreels, to musical performances and portraits of the Hippie movement, these professionally shot films have been preserved in high-definition to add colour and quality to any production.

With thousands of clips in incredible HD, this collection is perfect to illustrate momentous occasions and the pivotal changes that have come to define a century.

For more information on Screenocean’s archive collections, please contact Screenocean on +44 (0) 1954 262 052 or email info@screenocean.com.